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The Australian Physiotherapy Council acknowledges the
Wurundjeri-willam People of the Kulin Nation who are
the Traditional Custodians of the land where our
workplace Village is located and we pay our respect to
Elders past, present and emerging.

THE COUNCIL
The Australian Physiotherapy Council is the only
accreditation authority to guarantee the
standards for physiotherapy. Ensuring Australia
has the safest, most ethical practitioners.

The Council’s activities include:
•

Accreditation of entry-level physiotherapy
education programs offered by higher
education providers.

•

Assessment of qualifications and skills of
overseas-qualified
physiotherapists
for
registration and migration purposes.

•

Provision of advice, recommendations and
consulting services to the Physiotherapy
Board of Australia and other relevant
organisations, in relation to accreditation and
assessment.

•

National and international liaison with other
professional bodies, regulators and educators
on matters related to standards of education
and practice and global recognition of
physiotherapy qualifications.

•

Maintenance and regular
Accreditation. Standard.

review

of

the

STRATEGIC GOALS

1

LEADER
in accreditation and assessment in both
Australia and across the globe

2

3

DIVERSIFY
Build a sustainable future for the
organisation through "growth initiatives"

OUR VOICE
Communications and influence

4

INTERNATIONAL
Actively grow international business

THE YEAR IN REVIEW
5
ORGANISATION
Reappointed as the
accrediting authority for the
physiotherapy profession for
a 5-year period

The Council staff
completed
Cultural Awareness training

Launched
the Council’s
Reflect Reconciliation Plan

Initiated the
Technology Roadmap
Project

55 accredited programs
across 21 education
providers

Completed
9 site visits for
14 programs

Accredited
1 new program

The Accreditation Standard
for Entry-level Physiotherapy
Practitioner Programs (2016)
was used for the first time

Processed 455
Eligibility
Assessments

Conducted 390
Written
Assessments

ACCREDITATION

ASSESSMENT
Conducted 979
Clinical
Assessments

Processed 45
Equivalence of Qualification
(New Program) Assessments

The core business of the Council across FY201819 continued to focus on delivery of high-quality
Accreditation of entry level physiotherapy
programs and Assessment of overseas qualified
physiotherapists.
One of the most significant achievements was
the Council receiving the next 5year Assignment
from AHPRA to continue our role as
Accreditation
Authority.
This
is
an
acknowledgement of the high calibre services
and outcomes that we deliver on behalf of the
Physiotherapy Board of Australia. The new
Assignment period began 1 July 2019.

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
SHANE PATMAN

CHAIR’S
MESSAGE
It is my pleasure to welcome you to
the Australian Physiotherapy Council's 2018/
2019 Annual Report. This has been a year of
significant growth and advancement for the
Council and there are many endeavours and
innovations worth highlighting.
During the reporting period 1 July 2018 – 30 June
2019,
our
Purpose
has
continued
as
championing excellence and professionalism in
physiotherapy practice, with our Vision being
global recognition for shaping the learning of
tomorrow’s physios, and our Mission to drive
robust and high-quality assessment and
accreditation that really cares about people.

One of the key achievements for the Council has
been the smooth transition of our Clinical
Assessment
model,
from
hospital-based
assessments to implementing simulation as the
primary model for Clinical Assessment. The
Simulation Project commenced 1 July 2017 in the
Council’s purpose-built Simulation Lab, and we
began conducting Simulation Assessment as
our standard operating model on 1 April 2019.
The Simulation Project findings have been
presented at a number of conferences, including
WCPT, INPTRA and the International Clinical
Skills
Conference.
The
presentations
demonstrated the innovative and strategic
approach of the Council in supporting the
Australian physiotherapy profession to maintain
its high standard of practice.
The Board of Directors farewelled Mr Pat Maher
and Ms Marcia Griffin in November 2018 and
welcomed Professor Darren Rivett in January
2019.
The Executive Management and permanent
staff team has remained unchanged during the
financial year, providing a strong, engaging
culture and organisational stability to the work
of the Council.

In the light of the ever-changing environment
that the Council operates in, and the previous
Strategic Plan being released in 2016, the
Council’s Strategic Plan 2016 – 2021 was reviewed
over the reporting period by the Board, CEO and
Executive Management with a view to
developing a refreshed strategic direction.
The Council hosted a Strategic Stakeholder
Engagement workshop in February 2019 with
our governance committees to help inform and
shape the strategic direction.
By all measures this has been another
monumental year for the Council. On behalf of
the Council's leadership team, I would like to
thank our Board members for their support
and staunch governance this past year. My
heartfelt thanks to the Village for your
unwavering commitment to our customers, your
enduring professionalism and your genuine care
for the wellbeing of all those with whom you
come into contact on behalf of the Council.
And finally, I would like to take this opportunity
to acknowledge the leadership and passion of
Chief Executive Officer, Anton Barnett-Harris.
Anton has an unwavering determination to
ensure the Council continues to be a
global leader in physiotherapy accreditation and
assessment.

Shane Patman
Chair

Simulation is now embedded as our clinical
assessment process and it has delivered major
benefits to the organisation in both quality of
assessments but also quality of assessors. The
Council has greater control of the assessment
environment and standardisation of cases across
cohorts. The quality of the actors is very high and
the technology we are using is making an
impact. This can be reflected in the facts that we
did not have an internal review for Simulation in
2018/19 and demonstrates that candidates trust
the assessment better.

ANTON
BARNETT-HARRIS

CHIEF
EXECUTIVE
OFFICER’S
MESSAGE
2018/19 has been a significant year in bringing
our mission to a full expression. I am extremely
proud of the team I lead and am constantly
amazed by their commitment to the people we
serve in our partner universities and the
hundreds
of
internationally
trained
physiotherapists who engage with us to
demonstrate their skills. I am most proud of the
culture we have fostered at the Council. It is an
inclusive, innovative, excellent and people
obsessed culture.

The Council has presented our findings on the
Simulation
Research
at
a
number
of
international conferences including the WCPT
conference and INPTRA conference held in
Geneva in 2019. We also presented at the
International Clinical Skills conference in Italy
and the ANZHPE conference in Canberra this
past year. These were wonderful opportunities to
demonstrate our innovation and thought
leadership in regulation on a global stage.
We continue to invest deeply in our relationships
with our key stakeholders including the
Physiotherapy Board of Australia, the Council of
Physiotherapy Deans of Australia and New
Zealand,
the
Australian
Physiotherapy
Association and AHPRA and were thrilled at the
renewal of our assignment contract for a further
5-year period.
As a team we continue to push ourselves to be a
people and technology company which is where
we believe regulation has started to move to and
will move to more significantly in the next few
years. We have invested in our IT Roadmap and
look forward to these benefits building in the
years ahead.

I am also incredibly proud of the work we are
doing to improve the impact of accreditation
and regulation on Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people’s health. Our work with the
University of Melbourne in building a cultural
safety unit and our Reconciliation Action Plan
with Reconciliation Australia have been major
investments to helps us change within ourselves
and to help bring improvement to the health of
the First Peoples of Australia.
We continue to drive innovation at the Council,
and we see diversification of income as a key
sustainability pillar for our future. We will look to
grow this aspect of our business in the years
ahead. We continue to partner with other
Councils in the NRAS scheme through the
Health Professions Accreditation Collaborative
Forum.
People are at the heart of everything we do, and
we look forward to provide even better service
provision to our stakeholders in the coming year.
Finally, I want to say thank you to the Village for
your tireless efforts in supporting all our
stakeholders with consummate professionalism,
care and compassion. Thank you for your agility
and for being so integral to the Council’s
exponential growth, and to the Board and Chair
for your invaluable support and guidance in
achieving
the ambitious goals set for the
Council.

Anton-Barnett Harris
Chief Executive Officer

PROJECTS & KEY INITIATIVES
Customer Engagement Research

IT Project

The Council recently concluded the second round of customer
feedback research with Pragmatic Research, which proved that
the customer service delivered by the Council has improved
significantly, especially with new customers. It is clear our value
of ‘Customer Obsession’, is having a real impact on how our
customers view us.

In June 2018, the Council developed its IT Roadmap which
outlined a move to a “software as a service” model for all our
systems. The intention of the project is to reduce risk and
facilitate technology change as we continue to deliver the IT
Roadmap project, due for completion March 2020.

PROJECTS & KEY INITIATIVES
Communications

Reconciliation Action Plan

In the last 12 months, the Council has generated a variety of
communication pieces ranging from website pieces, thought
leadership articles, journal articles, a host of social media posts,
blogs and powerful videos, all of which have increased our
reach within the global physiotherapy community and wider
health community, and improved communication with our
stakeholders.

On 7 June 2019, the Council launched our inaugural 'Reflect'
Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP). This milestone was reached
with thanks and acknowledgement to the RAP Working Group,
and Reconciliation Australia. It is designed to help the Council
demonstrate our commitment to embrace inclusion,
collaboration, equality of opportunity and reconciliation
between Traditional Custodians of our nation and nonAboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people.
ROAD TO RECONCILIATION

PROJECTS & KEY INITIATIVES
Simulation Project Presentations
In May 2019, the Council attended several international
conferences where we presented the findings of the Simulation
Project and how we have been thought leaders in the realm of
simulation for summative assessment. These conferences
included World Confederation for Physical Therapy (WCPT) in
Geneva, International Network of Physiotherapy Regulatory
Authorities (INPTRA) and International Clinical Skills
Conference (Prato, Italy). Further presentations at the APA
Conference in the next reporting period will round out the
reporting on the development and instigation of this exciting
and successful initiative.

ACCREDITATION
The core business of the Council across FY2018-19 continued to
focus on Accreditation of entry level physiotherapy programs
and Assessment of overseas qualified physiotherapists.
Under the National Registration and Accreditation Scheme
(NRAS), the Council is the appointed accrediting authority for
physiotherapy in Australia pursuant to the Health Practitioner
Regulation National Law 2009. The Council is appointed under
an agreement with the Australian Health Practitioner
Regulation Agency (AHPRA) and reports regularly to the
Physiotherapy Board of Australia.
In June 2019, the Council signed contracts with AHPRA for a
further five years to continue delivering the accreditation
services on the Government’s behalf.
The Board’s Accreditation Standing Committee, was chaired by
Professor Lucy Chipchase, and facilitated by General Manager
Leanne Percy. Professor Kathryn Refshauge retired from the
committee after five years of service, the Council acknowledges
her contribution and expert advice.
This reporting period involved a significant workload with 14
programs offered by 10 education providers due for reaccreditation and one new provider applying for accreditation.
To prepare for this the Council provided a full days training in
Melbourne for the 20 Australia wide panel members and 3 staff
members who would be assessing the accreditation
applications and attending the site visits. The training was
facilitated by an experienced Accreditation Committee
Member and Panel Chair, Dr Margaret Potter and feedback
from attendees was very positive. The Council provided support
to the Panels with a representative from the Council attending
each site visit to ensure consistent application of the process
and Accreditation Standard.

These education providers operating within their accreditation
cycle submitted monitoring reports to demonstrate that they
continued to meet or substantially meet the accreditation
standard.
Whilst the number of universities offering entry-level
physiotherapy programs in FY2018-19 slightly increased to 21
(from 20), the number of programs (including honours
streams) to be accredited increased to 55 (up 8% from 51). Of
these, 40 are Bachelors, 12 are Graduate Entry Masters, whilst 3
are at the level of Extended Masters (Doctor of Physiotherapy).
Nine site visits were conducted during the reporting period and
38 annual reports from providers were processed.
The Council surveyed 20 education providers regarding their
progress of integrating the development of cultural
competence, with emphasis on Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples, into their programs of study. The Council
engaged Ms Bernadette Brady to analyse the data collected
and prepare a report which was provided to the Council of
Physiotherapy
Deans
Australia
and
New
Zealand
(CPDANZ). The analysis indicated a range of strategies to
develop culturally safe graduates, with all providers moving
away from ‘stand-alone’ modules to an integrated approach.
The Council did not receive any complaints in relation to its
accreditation activities for the FY2018-19 period.

ACCREDITATION
Figure 1.

Where are the
Accredited
Degree
Programs?

QUEENSLAND
Nudgee, Brisbane
Robina, Gold Coast
Rockhampton
Bundaberg
Southport, Gold Coast
Nathan, Brisbane
Townsville
St Lucia, Brisbane

NEW SOUTH WALES
North Sydney
Albury
Orange

Port Macquarie
Macquarie Park
Newcastle
Lidcombe
Ultimo Sydney
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Fremantle
Perth

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Bedford Park

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

Adelaide

Canberra
VICTORIA
Hawthorn, Melbourne
Bundoora, Melbourne
Bendigo
Ballarat
Melbourne
Frankston

ASSESSMENT
The Board’s Assessment Standing Committee is chaired by
Kathy Grudzinskas and supported by General Manager Darren
Lee.
The Council fully transitioned the Clinical Assessment to the
simulation model on 1 April 2019, following data collected
through our Simulation Project that found the simulation
assessments more standardised and procedurally consistent
than assessments conducted in hospitals. This meant that all
new applications for the Clinical Assessment from 1 April 2019
will have assessments conducted in our multi-environment
Simulation Lab in Melbourne, using standardised patients
(actors).
The Council commenced the assessments of 513 new
candidates in the current reporting period, a 15% increase from
the previous year.
As at the end of the current reporting period, the Council has
1450 candidates undertaking an Assessment for General
Registration. This continues the trend of growth (28%) as
compared to the same time last year (32%).
The top five countries of origin for overseas-trained
physiotherapists engaged with the Council’s assessment
process remains largely unchanged, with candidates from India
(231), Philippines (81), Brazil (23), Egypt (17) and United Kingdom
(16).
Commencements via the Standard Assessment Pathway has
shown significant growth, with more than 50% the number of
applicants with qualifications from India as compared to the
previous years.

The time from application to allocation of a Clinical Assessment
session is approximately 2 months. To support planning and
delivery of the assessment which requires an appropriate lead
time, the Council aims to maintain the wait time of 2 months.
The Council has completed assessments of 263 candidates in
the reporting period, an increase of 36%. It is notable that
assessments using simulation has enabled the greatest
number of completions recorded since accurate data capture
in 2014-15.
During the reporting period, the number of Internal Reviews
has further declined since the introduction of simulation. The
Council received 45 internal review applications, and the
independent panel upheld 4 of these complaints, due to
procedural errors. This represents less than 0.4% of all clinical
assessments conducted.
There has been a strong focus on improving the quality of the
Written Assessment. The team have developed an additional
500 questions for our Written Assessment database. Resources
for candidates have also been improved - the Written
Assessment Information Booklet has been updated to include
resources typically referenced by physiotherapy students in
Australia, a new complimentary practice written assessment
has been implemented, and a breakdown for how candidates
perform in each area is now provided with the Written
Assessment results.
The Council is also gazetted as the “assessing authority” for the
occupation
“physiotherapists”
under
the
Australian
Government’s General Skilled Migration Program. During the
reporting period, 199 assessments for skilled migrations were
completed.

STANDARD
ASSESSMENT
PATHWAY

16 United Kingdom
87 Other Countries

17 Egypt

Commencements via the
Standard Assessment
Pathway has shown
significant growth, with more
than 50% the number of
applicants with qualifications
from India as compared to the
previous years.

81 Philippines

23 Brazil

231
India

Figure 3. Eligibility Assessment applications 2018/19 by country of qualification

ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT

455

Eligibility
Assessments
processed

Received
qualifications
from

43

different
countries

WRITTEN ASSESSMENT

427

Candidates
applied for
the Written
Assessment

CLINICAL ASSESSMENT

390

Written
Assessments
conducted

ISSUED 180 FINAL CERTIFICATES

Conducted

Conducted

597

382

hospital
sessions

simulation
sessions

EQUIVALENCE OF
QUALIFICATION
PATHWAY

ASSESSMENT FOR
SKILLED MIGRATION
VISAS

Received 45 Equivalence of
Qualification – New Program
applications.

Processed 180 Skills Assessment for
Permanent Residence visa / Skilled
Regional visa applications.

Received 13 Equivalence of
Qualification – Existing Program
applications.

Processed 19 Skills Assessment for
Temporary Graduate visa applications.

Issued 43 Certificate of
Substantial Equivalence of
Qualification certificates.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Associate Professor
Shane Patman
PhD, MSc, GradCertUniTeaching,
BappSc(Physio), FACP, GAICD

Chair, Director (Perth)
Appointed Director 1/1/2016
Re-appointed Chair 1/1/2019
Shane Patman is the Associate Dean within
the School of Physiotherapy, University of
Notre Dame Australia, and coordinates the
cardiorespiratory stream. Beyond Notre
Dame Shane has been actively engaged
with the physiotherapy profession serving
as Vice‐President of the Australian
Physiotherapy Association & the inaugural
President
of
the
International
Confederation of Cardiorespiratory Physical
Therapists (2011-19). Since 2007 he has been
involved with regulation, registration &
accreditation via the Physiotherapists’
Registration Board of Western Australia, the
Physiotherapy Board of Australia, and the
Australian Physiotherapy Council. He
served on the Council’s Accreditation
Standing Committee for nine years (ViceChair 2013 -15) and assisted in drafting the
Council’s current Constitution (2014). His
contributions
to
the
physiotherapy
profession through his clinical, regulatory
and academic experience have been
acknowledged
via
the
Australian
Physiotherapy Association WA Branch
President’s Award (2013). Shane was on the
Conference Planning Committee for WCPT
Geneva 2019 and is the Chair of this
committee for WCPT Dubai 2021.

Claudia Bels
BEc/LLB (Hons), Grad Cert BA (Exec), GAICD

Director and Chair Nominations and
Remuneration Committee (Sydney)
Appointed Director 1/1/2012
Claudia Bels is an independent director
with extensive legal, governance, risk
management, compliance and financial
expertise. She has over 25 years’ experience
across the government, member services
and international banking and finance
sectors. She is currently a non-executive
director of Australian Settlements Limited,
Australia and New Zealand Recycling
Platform Limited (Techcollect) and CBHS
Corporate Health Pty Ltd. She also chairs a
number
of
committees
for
these
companies as well as audit and risk
committees for two public sector entities.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Roger Chao

Lucinda Chipchase

B.A. (Politics/Philosophy), B.Ec, Grad.Dip.Bus,
MBA, GAICD, FGIA, BJ

PhD, M App Sc, APAM, GAICD

Director and Chair Audit and Risk
Committee (Melbourne)
Appointed Director 1/5/2018
Roger Chao is an experienced NonExecutive Director, having been Chair of
and a Director of numerous private, public
and NFP organisations. He has a strong
background
in
governance,
risk
management, financial management and
strategic planning. He has also held CEO
and General Management positions in the
health, human services and education
sectors. Roger brings strong governance
experience, commercial acumen, risk
management and strategy skills combined
with a passion for innovation and business
development.

Roger currently sits on the Board of the
Southern Metropolitan Cemeteries Trust (as
well as on the Finance, Risk and Audit subcommittee and as Chair of the Community
Advisory Committee) and the Merit
Protection Board.

Director and Chair Accreditation
Committee (Adelaide)
Appointed Director 1/1/2015
Lucy Chipchase is a Professor in the
College of Nursing and Health Sciences at
Flinders University. Lucy has extensive
experience leading and designing entry
level physiotherapy programs. Her research
has evaluated teaching and learning
innovations in entry-level and post
professional physiotherapy education. In
the learning and teaching space, she has
conducted innovative research in the areas
of graduate preparedness, curriculum
design, inter-professional education and
clinical education. In addition, she has a
strong focus on culturally responsive
practice and cultural diversity in health and
health education. She has held a
prestigious UQ Teaching Fellowship and a
U21 Teaching and Learning Fellowship.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Melissa Locke

Kathy Grudzinskas

FACP, B.Phty, MAICD

MBA, BPhty, GAICD

Director and Chair Strategic Business
Growth Working Group (Brisbane)
Appointed Director 1/1/2018

Director and Chair Assessment
Committee (Brisbane)
Appointed Director 1/1/2016

Melissa Locke is Managing Director and coowner
of
Movement
Solutions
Physiotherapy in South East Queensland
and provides physiotherapy services to
children, teens and young adults of all
abilities.

Kathy Grudzinskas has been continuously
employed as a physiotherapist in hospital
and community settings in South Australia
and Queensland since 1981. She is currently
the Executive Director of Clinical Support
Services at the Princess Alexandra Hospital.
Kathy has a strong interest in governance
and has served as a practitioner member of
the Physiotherapy Board of Queensland,
Physiotherapy Board of Australia and the
Australian Physiotherapy Association.

Melissa is the current Vice President and
Chair of the Finance Committee of the
World Confederation for Physical Therapy; a
former Chair and President of the
Australian Physiotherapy Association Board
& a passionate educator to undergraduate
and postgraduate physiotherapy students,
as well as clinical physiotherapists.
Melissa was the first physiotherapist in
Australia to receive Clinical Specialisation in
Paediatrics (Fellow of the Australian College
of Physiotherapists).
Her contributions to the physiotherapy
profession through her clinical, academic
and governance experience have been
acknowledged
via
the
Australian
Physiotherapy
Association
Queensland
Branch President’s Award (2010) and the
receipt of an Australian Physiotherapy
Association
Lifetime
(Honoured)
Membership in 2017.
She is a current independent Board
director of the GRT Foundation, a charity
which supports the needs of children,
young people and their families in the
community and is also an independent
Chair of Sports Taekwondo Queensland.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Darren Rivett

Patrick Maher

PhD, MAppSc (ManipPhty), GradDipManipTher,
BAppSc (Phty), MAICD

BSc (Hons), BPhty, MPhty (Rural & Remote
Health), Grad.Dip PSEM, GAICD

Director (Newcastle)
Appointed Director 1/12019

Director and Chair Audit and Risk
Committee (Adelaide)
Appointed Director 1/1/2010
Concluded 31/12/2018

Darren
Rivett is
the Professor of
Physiotherapy
at
The University
of
Newcastle in NSW. Between 2008 and 2016,
he held the position of Head of the School
of Health Sciences, which involved
managing many allied health professional
teaching and research programs, including
in physiotherapy, occupational therapy and
podiatry. Darren led the development and
implementation of the new Discipline of
Physiotherapy
and
the
inaugural
physiotherapy program at The University of
Newcastle from 2001 to 2007. Prior to this,
Darren was the principal of two private
practices on the north shore of Sydney. He
has also lectured and clinically tutored at
entry and post-professional levels at both
the University of Sydney and the University
of Otago in New Zealand. Subsequent to
serving as National Chair of Musculoskeletal
Physiotherapy Australia (MPA, a national
group of the Australian Physiotherapy
Association (APA)) between 2007 and 2011,
Darren
was
awarded
Honoured
Membership of MPA in 2015 in recognition
of his contribution. Darren has been on the
APA Board of Directors since 2013 and is
presently National Vice President and Chair
of the Nomination and Remuneration
Committee. He is also currently President of
the Physiotherapy Council of NSW.

Pat Maher has worked as a health clinician
in acute and sub-acute care across
metropolitan and rural settings. He also has
senior policy, service purchasing and
management experience in acute care,
rehabilitation, community health and
community services across federal, state
and territory governments. He has led
national health workforce reform programs
in the areas of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander health workforce, rural health and
expanded scope of practice. He has held
senior roles in Ministerial appointed bodies
as well as in professional and accreditation
bodies including as Chairperson of the NT
Physiotherapy Registration Board. He was
the National President of the Australian
Physiotherapy Association (APA) (20092010) and served on the APA Board from
2006-to 2011. Pat is the Deputy Director,
Community Engagement and Grants, SA
Department of Human Services. Pat was
the chair of the Council's Audit and Risk
Committee.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Marcia Griffin
BA, Dip Ed, BCom, GAICD

Director (Melbourne)
Appointed Director 15/10/2015
Concluded 14/10/2018
Marcia Griffin was the CEO of Pola
Cosmetics, a business that she grew from a
start‐up to a multimillion Dollar business,
earning her the recognition of Telstra
Business Woman of the Year in 1995. She
sold her share of the business in 1997 and
wrote a business biography, High Heeled
Success. Since that time, she has been a
non‐executive Director on numerous
Boards, including PMP Ltd, Tourism
Victoria, and The World Master Games. She
was a Director at National Seniors and Care
Connect and the Chair of the CEO Institute.
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